Environmental & Western History
(Fall 2010)

Examiner: Dan Flores

Native Americans:
Joseph Epes Brown, ed., The Sacred Pipe: Black Elk’s Account of the Seven Rites of the Oglala Sioux (1988 [1953])
Royal B. Hasseick, The Sioux Indians: Life and Customs of a Warrior Society (1964)
Pekka Hämäläinen, The Comanche Empire (2008)

Native American – Euroamerican Conflicts and Collaborations:
Daniel K. Richter, Facing East from Indian Country: A Native History of Early America (2001)
Benton H. Barbour, Fort Union and the Upper Missouri Fur Trade (2001)
Ned Blackhawk, Violence over the Land: Indians and Empires in the Early American West
Brian DeLay, War of a Thousand Deserts: Indian Raids and the U.S. - Mexican War

National Parks and Forests:
Michael Williams, Americans and their Forests: A Historical Geography (1989)
Mark David Spence, Dispossessing the Wilderness: Indian Removal and the Making of the National Parks (1999)
Mark Dowie, Conservation Refugees: The Hundred-Year Conflict between Global Conservation and Native Peoples (2009)

**Natural Resources and the American West:**

**Human – Animal Interactions:**

**Exploration, Expansion, and Imperialism:**
Richard Kluger, *Seizing Destiny: The Relentless Expansion of American Territory*

**The Frontier in American History:**
Louis S. Warren, Buffalo Bill’s America: William Cody and the Wild West Show (2005)

Interpreting and Reinterpreting Western History:
Henry Nash Smith, Virgin Land: The American West as Symbol and Myth (1950)
Leo Marx, The Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Ideal in America (2000 [1964])
Richard W. Etulain, ed., Writing Western History: Essays on Major Western Historians (1991)
Richard White, “It’s Your Misfortune and None of My Own”: A New History of the American West (1991)

Bioregional and Place-based History:
Donald Worster, Dust Bowl: The Southern Plains in the 1930s (1980)
William Wyckoff and Larry M. Dilsaver, eds., The Mountainous West: Explorations in Historical Geography (1995)
Dan Flores, Horizontal Yellow: Nature and History in the Near Southwest (1999)
———, The Natural West: Environmental History in the Great Plains and Rocky Mountains (2001)
Yi Fu-Tuan, Topophilia: A Study of Environmental Perceptions, Attitudes, and Values

Environmental History in the West:
Donald Worster, Under Western Skies: Nature and History in the American West (1992)

Gender, Race, Ethnicity, and Politics in the West:
Philip J. Deloria, Playing Indian (1998)
Matthew Basso, Laura McCall, and Dee Garceau, eds., Across the Great Divide: Cultures of Manhood in the American West (2001)
Jeff Roche, ed., The Political Culture of the New West (2008)
Julie Roy Jeffrey, *Frontier Women* (2nd ed.)

**Conservation and Environmentalism: Roots and Branches:**
Aldo Leopold, *A Sand County Almanac* (1949)
Rachel Carson, *Silent Spring* (1962)

**Wilderness Issues:**

**Urban and Contemporary Issues:**

**Deep-time and Scientific History:**

**Western Art, Photography, and Literature:**
Ken Kesey, *Sometimes a Great Notion* (1963)
Edward Abbey, *Desert Solitaire: A Season in the Wilderness* (1968)
Wallace Stegner, *Where the Bluebird Sings to the Lemonade Springs: Living and Writing in the West* (2002 [1992])
Dan Flores, *Visions of the Big Sky: Painting and Photographing the Northern Rocky Mountain West* (2010)
William Goetzmann, *The West of the Imagination*
Jane Thompkins, *West of Everything*
Richard Etulain, *Re-Imagining the American West*
———, *Telling Western Stories: From Buffalo Bill to Larry McMurtry* (1999)